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WEEK 4: Abstract Art 
Contents:  

2-Script 

4-12 Visuals 

13-Take Home Suggestions 

Visuals:  

• 4-Paul Klee Quote  

• 5-Simultaneous Windows on a City by Robert Delauney  

• 6-Prismes Electrique by Sophia Delunay 

• 7-Disks of Newton by Franz Kupka 

• 8-Aphora (Fue in two colors) by Franz Kupka 

• 9-Tableau 1 by Piet Mondrian 

• 10-Heroic Roses by Paul Klee 

• 11-No 293 by Wassily Kandisky 

• 12- Definition of Abstract Art (optional to use, or simply leave out for parents to read.) 

OPTIONAL: Abstract Artist biographies and pieces, available on Drawing Demystified.  

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED:  

• -Paper 

• -Pencils 

• STUFF TO COLOR WITH!!!!  Crayons, Colored Pencils, markers, paint, whatever 

coloring agents you and your director have chosen. Color is more important this week 

than before, so if you can, have lots of different mediums available to play with.  Ask 

parents to bring in some if that helps. 

 “A line is a dot that went for a walk…a drawing is a line that 

went for a walk.”     -Paul Klee, Abstract 

Artist1  (Pg 17) 

 

 
1 Paul Klee (1879 – 1940, Swiss artist)  loved music, particularly the works of Bach and Mozart (hello Cycle 1!).  

Originally trained as a violinist, Klee would play the violin as a warm-up to his painting.  One of the reasons Klee 

liked Bach so much was the he loved Bach’s use of Counterpoint (Remember Cycle 1?) within his pieces.  When he 

lectured, Klee compared the visual structure and rhythm within paintings with rhythm and structures within 

counterpoint and musical compositions.  This particular piece is apparently a direct homage to Bach and may have 

been painted while listening to Bach.  Following Klee’s death, other artists have used his technique to visually 

compose paintings based on musical pieces.  There was also a counter-movement of composers composing music 

based on Klee’s visual works! 
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REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WEEKS 

Tutor: Okay, first week, we learned we can break down pretty much all images into OiLS.  

What do those stand for again? [Ovals, Dots, lines, angled lines, curves] 

What is learning about anything, including drawing, about?  (The Process and progress, not always 

the product) 

This week 

You know, we’ve been practicing how to draw more accurately by paying attention to details 

and copying things precisely, haven’t we? However, what happens if you just have fun with it?  

What happens if you try to make a piece of art without showing anything realistic at all?  

Welcome to Abstract Art!  Abstract Art is a type of art where the artist simply played with 

shapes and colors and didn’t try to make anything “realistic looking.”  They just played with 

shapes and colors and forms to see what they could make.  

Robert Delaunay , [Ro-BEAR De-LOON-ay] liked to make nested shapes with different colors, 

like this, his Simultaneous Windows on the City, <Pg 5>  Or his wife, Sophie with her Prismes 

Electriques. <Pg 6>  Their friend Franz Kapka did two paintings in this collection-this one, Disks 

of Newton, >Pg 7> is a study, or painting he did to prepare for this one, Amphora, Fugue in two 

Colors. <Pg 8> See how they all just played with shapes and colors? What do you see?  

<give the children and their parents time to respond—what do they see? >  

Others played with shapes and colors in a different fashion, like Piet Mondriaan, [Pi-ET Mon-

dree-AN] with his Tableau 1.<Pg97>   Sometimes, there was a recognizable element to abstract 

art, like this, Paul Klee’s Heroic Roses, <Pg 10>where you can see the swirls of the rose hidden in 

the forms.  Klee also liked to paint while listening to music—the abstract piece in his quote is a 

piece he wrote while listening to Bach’s counterpoints (remember we learned about that in 

Cycle 1)  Other times, like this composition, there’s not even a name to help us understand what 

the artist was expressing.  Wassily Kandinsky’s (Va-SIL-y  Kan-DIN-ski) called this piece No. 

293<Pg 11>  

<Give a little more time for the children and parents to name and express what they see.>  

Abstract artists communicate something or create something using shapes and colors without 

trying to copy something realistically!  

<Show the Vocab page>  

In fact, “Abstract” comes from the Latin word “Abstrahere”(Ab-strah-hare-ey)  meaning “to 

pull away” or “detach”—they’re pulling away from having to paint realistically, do you see?  

So today, just play with your OiLS—play with shapes—If you painted a lot of triangles or 

rectangles, what would that look like?   

If you painted “Happiness” or “Fury” or “Sadness”, what colors would you use?  What shapes?  
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If you only used two colors on your paper, what could you draw?  

Draw nothing in particular-draw everything together.  

<OPTIONAL, IF YOU PRINTED THE ABSTRAT ARTIST BIOS WITH WORKS>   

Here are some more artists who did Abstract works!  If one of these compositions inspired you, 

take it to your seat to work your own version of it.  Just play with your art. 

 

Review:  

Learning anything, including drawing, is about (Process, not Product) 

How to Abstract Artists Communicate in their art? <Through shapes and colors, not copying 

something “realistically”> 

 

WHY ABSTRACT ART?  

Studying Abstract Art is useful for several reasons:  

First, it gives an easy “win” for the student.  This is something fun, light, and somewhat easy.  

There is hardly a way to “incorrectly” do abstract art. (Abstract artists would say their work is 

NOT easy, but that’s another argument for another day…)  

Secondly, is broadens our idea of what art “can” look like, and therefore, broadens our internal 

idea of what “real art” looks like, including our own.  

It gives us an opportunity to play, which, at this age, is just as important in learning to draw as 

direct instruction.  Free play encourages experimentation, muscle control, and open-ended 

problem solving. 

Later, having an idea of what abstract art can look like can give a person an outlet for complex 

feelings and how to express them.  Having the ability to communicate something complex 

without resorting to “realism”, is a useful skill which can also promote emotional health. 
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Simultaneous Windows on the City. 1912  Robert Delaunay (1885 – 1941).  .  

Kunsthalle, Hamburg, Germany 
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Sonia (Terk) Delaunay (1885 – 1979),  

Prismes electriques    1914    

 oil on canvas 250 cm x 250 cm.  

Musee National d’art Moderns, Centre Pompidou, Paris. France 
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Disks of Newton (Study for “Fuge in Two Colors) 1912, , Franz Kupka  (1871 – 1957) 

(An example of the Abstract sub-genre of Orphism) 
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Amoropha, Fugue in Two Colors, 1912   Franz Kupka (1871-1957) 

Oil on Canvas 210 x 200 cm  
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Piet Mondrian (1872 – 1944), Tableau 1, 1921; Gemeente Museum Den Haag 
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Paul Klee (1879 – 1940); Heroic Roses.  1938; Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf, 

Germany 
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Wassily Kandisky (1866 – 1944) ;  No. 293;  1913 
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Take Home:  
Look up different Abstract Artists—use their works as inspiration for practicing during the 

week. 

Check out “Getting to Know the World’s Most Famous Artists” series by Mike Venezia.  Using 

a combination of actual works and cartoons illustrating the artists’ lives, Venezia makes the 

stories of dozens of artists interesting, fun, and accessible for children and adults alike!  

Some abstract (and semi-abstract) artists in this series: 

• Pablo Picasso  (semi-abstract—we’ll meet him in Cycle 3)  

• Jackson Pollack 

• Paul Klee 

• Marc Chagall 

• Henri Matisse  (as he went blind, Matisse started to work in Collage, and eventually 

moved toward abstract-like works) 

• Salvador Dali (Surrealism artist-sometimes surrealism is categorized as a fringe form of 

abstract art) 

• Georgia O’Keefe (she actually defies conventional categorization, but some of her art is 

frequently categorized as abstract or within the abstract family-and we’ll meet her in 

Cycle 3!)  

As always, depending on your student, you may wish to read the book ahead of time-while Mr. 

Venezia treats subject matter such as suicide, alcoholism, drug use, ect., gently, he doesn’t 

ignore it either.  Artists had varied lives, and Abstract Art was born during periods of 

industrialization and urbanization, two world wars, and the Spanish Flu, so there may be 

difficult topics within any of these books.  You know your child best, but pre-read if you have 

any concerns. 

For older readers, the ‘Who Was…” series has a volume on Pablo Picasso 

HANDS ON 

During the week, look at different artists and play with doing abstract art.  Mix materials (what 

happens if you mix crayons and watercolors or markers and colored pencils? Why not  glue 

found objects (yarn, sequins, paper, pasta) on something painted with traditional art materials.  

Draw feelings like “rage” or “Joy”.  Draw overlapping shapes and see what you see.  Draw a 

motion-but not the thing causing it: e.g. “How it feels to Bicycle or Run in the wind/ran” 

without the cyclist or runner. 

There really isn’t a way to do this incorrectly!  Have fun with expanding your technique into 

abstraction!   

 


